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As described in this newsletter the last six months have
been extremely busy at OSO- In February a new receiver
(SEPIA) was brought into operation at APEX and is
showing excellent performance in test observations; we
look forward to seeing the first science results. At Onsala in
the autumn the new 3mm receiver was reinstalled on the
20m telescope for its first full observing season and a new
2x2.5 GHz backend was brought into operation increasing
by a factor of four the frequency range that can be accessed
at 3mm wavelength by the 20m. Internationally Swedish
ALMA projects, reduced using the facilities and expertise
of the Nordic ARC node are producing fantastic results and
we expect even more in the coming year as the rate of
observations with ALMA ramps up. Turning to centimetre
and metre wavelengths the SKA project made a huge step at
its board meeting of early March by adopting a final costed
architecture for SKA-1.
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Call for Proposals
Proposals are invited for observations with the APEX telescope, the Onsala Space Observatory 20
m telescope, and the Swedish LOFAR station in stand-alone mode in the observing period August/
September 2015 - March 2016.
Deadline for proposals: 7th May 2015.
APEX is a 12 m diameter submillimetre telescope in Chile. The available facility receivers are the
Swedish Heterodyne Facility Instrument covering a wide frequency range (currently 211-500 GHz)
and the LABOCA bolometer array camera (345 GHz). (There are also partner instruments.) Swedish
time on APEX is open for scientists from all countries (but see below about SEPIA).
Proposals for observations with the new SEPIA instrument (159-211 GHz receiver for spectral line
observations) must have a PI or co-I with a Swedish affiliation.
The partner instrument ArTeMiS (350 micrometer bolometer array) will be available to all users on
Swedish APEX time.
The Onsala 20 m diameter telescope in Sweden is equipped with receivers for 18-50 GHz and 85-116
GHz. The telescope is open for scientists from all countries. The telescope has been upgraded with a new
radome. A new receiver for the 85–116 GHz range, with a receiver temperature of approximately 50–60
K, was installed in March 2014. A new spectrometer (FFTS) with 2x2.5 GHz bandwidth is available,
and is expected to be extended this year with an additional 2x2.5 GHz spectrometers to allow
dual polarisation observations over a single 4GHz wide receiver sideband.
The Swedish LOFAR station at Onsala Space Observatory is an array of antennas for the frequency
bands 10-90 MHz and 110-240 MHz. It is part of the International LOFAR Telescope (ILT), but is
offered here in stand-alone mode.
For more information: see http://www.chalmers.se/rss/oso-en/observations/proposals

Support at OSO
Specialized Courses:

The National Facility offers a wide variety of
support to Swedish astronomers. For example, we
host one of the European ALMA regional centers,
supporting ALMA users throughout the Nordic
region. We also offer support in several other
areas.

National Facility
support staff will be able to assist with specialised
lectures on for example interferometry, radio/
(sub-)mm data analysis and/or the use of National
Facility instruments.

Workshop/School support:

Similarly, we
can assist in planning and lecturing at schools or
workshops, when these include topics related to
National Facility activities and instruments. This
includes but is not limited to, for example, radio/
(sub-)mm interferometry and single dish
observing and analysis, ALMA, APEX, LOFAR,
SKA.

Data Reduction:

We support the reduction of
all types of radio/(sub-)mm interferometric and
single-dish observations. We welcome visitors
who need reduction support and offer them the
use of our National Facility Computing
Infrastructure (NaFCI) for reduction of large data
sets.

Student projects:

Seminars:

We also specifically
encourage visits by students who want to learn
how to reduce and analyse their radio/(sub-)mm
observations.

National facility staff are also
available for scientific and technical seminars on
the aforementioned instruments.

More Information: For more information,
please contact Wouter Vlemmings, Head of
Astronomy User Support
(wouter.vlemmings@chalmers.se).
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News Items
A new backend for the 20m telescope
Onsala has recently acquired a new backend for the 20 m telescope. It allows for improved combinations
of bandwidth and spectral resolution in dual polarisation mode. It is now possible to with 2.5 GHz
bandwidth and still retain a spectral resolution of 0.2 km/s (at 115 GHz). Thus more lines can be covered
in one single tuning which improves the time efficiency and gives more accurate ratios of line intensities
within the band. It also provides more baseline bandwidth for extragalactic lines which are often faint and
very broad. The spectrometer can also be used in bandwidth/resolution modes of 625MHz/20kHz and
156MHz/5kHz. The latter improves the finest resolution previously available from our standard
spectrometers by more than a factor of two. The backend has been in use since early February with
excellent results.

Twin-Telescope System for Geodetic VLBI at Onsala
OSO obtained a grant of 30 Mkr
from the Knut and Alice
Wallenberg (KAW) foundation
in 2012 to build a new
generation double-telescope for
geodetic VLBI (the so-called
Onsala twin telescopes or OTT).
Construction has been delayed
because of the need to get
various planning permissions,
but has now started. These twin
telescopes (parabolic dishes with
diameter of 13 m) will follow
the new geodetic VLBI standard Site preparation for the Onsala Twin-Telescope in November 2014.
and will enable position
measurements with a precision
10 times better than existing geodetic VLBI observations. This improved accuracy opens up the
possibility of discovering - and understanding - new global geodynamic effects. The new OTT ensures
Onsala’s position as a prominent geodetic fundamental station worldwide and secures its contribution to
the Earth sciences, which in turn benefit sustainable social development.
Site preparations started last year. The telescope foundations will be constructed 2015 and the telescopes
will be delivered in the summer of 2016. Receivers, data handling and transmission systems will
thereafter be built and installed for the first VLBI test observations during 2017. The complete twin
telescope system is planned to be operational by the end of 2019.
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SKA-1 defined
Many of us are getting very excited about the SKA - the
Square Kilometre Array in South Africa and Australia
that's going to be the world's biggest radio telescope. Now,
since the beginning of March, we know what its first stage,
SKA-1, is going to be realised. The Board of Directors of
the SKA had the unenviable task of concluding the process
known as “re-baselining". That meant deciding, on the
basis of the telescope's design phase so far, what could be
built within the telescope's cost cap of 650 million euros,
and making sure that as many of the SKA's science goals
could be met. The result is SKA1 - look at the images and
you can see what the SKA's first version will actually look
like. Look at the specifications and you can begin to plan
for what it can do.

Artists impression of SKA-I MID in South
Africa (Credit: SKA Organisation).

SKA1 is made up of two instruments, one each in
Australia and South Africa. SKA1-LOW in Western
Australia is an aperture array made up of around 130 000 dipole antennas which will cover from 50 MHz
to 350 MHz. SKA1-MID in South Africa will be two hundred 15-metre antennas (including the 64 now
being built as MeerKAT) for frequencies between 350 MHz and 14 GHz with maximum baseline 150 km.
The Australian precursor telescope ASKAP will complement the SKA in Australia, and a programme for
the development of next-generation phased array feeds (PAFs) is also part of SKA1.
In the meantime, the design phase continues, heading towards the critical design reviews to be held in
2016 in time for construction to start in 2018. By then, the telescope's even more ambitious next stage,
SKA2, will already be beginning to become a reality. Onsala is playing a leading role in the
technical design of SKA being responsible for the Band 1 (350 - 1050 MHz) receivers for SKA1-mid in
South Africa and also working on an advanced wideband receiver to cover 4.5 GHz - 24 GHz.

Successful SEPIA commissioning at APEX
In February and March 2015, commissioning activities with
the new SEPIA receiver were started at the APEX telescope in
Chile. SEPIA is an acronym of Swedish ESO PI receiver for
APEX and is a collaboration project between OSO and ESO.
The receiver system is based on the ALMA Band 5 technology
developed by the Group for Advanced Receiver Development
(GARD) at OSO/Chalmers. The dual polarization sideband
separating receiver covers the 158-211 GHz frequency band.
This band includes the astrophysically important water
transition at 183 GHz.
The technical installation at the telescope site (at 5100 m
altitude) was performed by GARD personnel in February and
went seamlessly. The subsequent tests of the receiver
performance, partly performed by astronomers from OSO and
ESO, verified that the receiver is working as anticipated. Some
minor adjustments to the receiver system are expected to take
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The first spectrum of the 183
GHz water line towards Orion
obtained with SEPIA on APEX.
Note that the calibration is
rather uncertain.

place before real observations can start in May 2015. Taken together, we foresee that this new receiver
will be a very important addition to the instrument suite at APEX. We also expect to see scientific results
from SEPIA that will inspire to high-resolution observations with ALMA in same frequency band.
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Science Highlights
We would like to introduce you to a few of the recent science highlights produced using the instruments
at, and supported by, Onsala Space Observatory. We especially welcome short contributions by you, the
users of our telescopes, so please do not hesitate to contact us if you have results you would like to
share in future newsletters.

Thermal dust from high-z galaxy with ALMA
Using the combined high-z sensitivity of ALMA we have for
the first time detected thermal dust emission from a redshift z
= 7.5 galaxy. The data was initially reduced and optimised at
the Nordic ARC node at OSO, providing the best possible
results. A1689-zD1 has one of the highest known redshifts,
which was determined using the VLT, and it is found behind
the massive galaxy cluster A1689, which is magnifying the
light of A1689-zD1 by a factor ~9. The galaxy is "normal"
starburst galaxy in the sense that it is not a quasar or bright
submillimeter galaxy (SMG), which are otherwise the only
other early universe sources with dust continuum detections.
A1689-zD1 is estimated to have a stellar mass of 2x10^9
Msun, a star formation rate of 12 Msun/yr, and a dust mass of
4x10^7 Msun. Discovering this relatively large amount of
dust has been a surprise and the result implies that we still
have a lot to learn about how dust is produced during the early
stages of galaxy formation. The discovery is published in
Nature by Watson, Christensen, Knudsen et al. (2015).

Near-infrared composite zoomed in on
A1689-zD1 overlaid with ALMA 226
GHz contours (signal-to-noise ratio 2,
3, 4, 5). (credits: Knudsen/Chalmers).

Onsala 20 m telescope observations of formic acid in molecular clouds
Wirström et al. (2015 in prep) used the 20 m telescope to follow-up the Herschel
Space Observatory discovery of the first gas phase water emission detected in a cold, dark
galactic molecular cloud not associated with any protostellar activity. The Herschel observations targeted
methanol-emission peaks in at two positions in the Barnard 5 (B5) molecular cloud. Models show that an
efficient desorption of water and methanol ices in a dark cloud environment can induce the efficient
formation of complex organic molecules in the gas phase. Consequently, Wirström et al. used the new
high sensitivity 3 mm receiver on the 20 m telescope to search for one line from formic acid (HCOOH)
and two lines from acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) at ≈90 GHz towards the two methanol peaks in B5. These
observations resulted in the detections of HCOOH toward both positions and CH3CHO toward
the methanol hotspot position (Fig 1, left panel). According to chemical models even more complex
molecules should be present at the B5 hotspot as well as in other dark clouds. Depending on the nature of
the desorption mechanism, these more complex molecules may be observable in future spectral scans
using the new 4 GHz bandwidth spectrometer on the 20m telescope.
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Figure 1. Left and Right panels show respectively spectra from the 20 m telescope and Herschel
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A long-term project led by Joncas et al. to map carbon monoxide emission in high-galacticlatitude clouds using the 20 m telescope continued during 2014. The data so far collected
have revealed
unexpectedly
velocity
fields of
andpulsar
cloud structures
(for example see
High precision
distance
to andcomplex
proper
motion
B1929+10
the cloud
map shown
Fig 2).
Extending the
time sub-region
baseline from
two in
years
to These
moreresults, together with other observations
tracing the atomic gas and dust contents, provide unique means to study the very early
than ten years, Kirsten et al. 2015 (soon to be published
stages of molecular cloud formation.
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pulsar
in a2014)
global
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al. 2002 and Chatterjee et al. 2004 their data indicates a
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which give rise to v=1 and 2 maser lines after
the Galactic potential. They conclude that the previously
taking into account the overlapping H2O and SiO IR lines which pump these transitions.
made claim that the pulsar once formed a binary system
with the runaway O-star z-Ophiuchi is very unlikely.
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News on SKA/LOFAR
For more specific SKA and LOFAR related
news, register for the SKA/LOFAR newsletter:
h t t p : / / w w w. c h a l m e r s . s e / r s s / o s o - e n /
observations/ska-lofar-mailing-list
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Relative measured positions of B1929+10
with the best fit proper motion removed.
The solid line is the best fit parallax from
all available data combined. Solid dots
show the most recent measurements at 5
GHz, open stars are the data from Brisken
et al. 2002, and squares are the data from
Chatterjee et al. 2004.

